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Restore balance to your patients’ profile 
using an individualized selection of 
Restylane® products. 
For results as unique as you. 

Welcome 
to those who master  
the AART

TM

 of balance
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Welcome 
to the new generation 
of individualized aesthetics
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Start from your patients 
insights to turn your 
AART

TM

 into a HIT
TM

A same patient concern may have different causes. Therefore, it requires different solutions. 
It requires a Holistic Individualized Treatment. A HIT™.

Unlock the potential of Galderma products
offering to increase patient satisfaction.1-3

of patients who received an explanation, 
covering both physiological and anatomical 
perspectives, went on to schedule a treatment 
and increased their satisfaction.472%

A SCIENCE-BASED SOLUTION

Those five facets can be graded according to their level 
of severity to identify treatment priorities that can also 
be visualized by the patient.

• SKIN QUALITY
• FACIAL SHAPE
• FACIAL PROPORTION & CONTOUR
• FACIAL SYMMETRY
• ANIMATION & EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION

A PATIENT-CENTRIC APPROACH
A new patient-centric approach building on the AART™ of GAIN to assess and treat 
patients individually:

A -  Assessment 
Start from your patients' concerns and assess their needs accurately 
with the Galderma Facial Assessment Scale

A -  Anatomy 
Understand how patients' anatomy contributes to the symptoms

R -  Range 
Prioritize the right selection of Galderma products

T -  Treatment 
Deliver individualized results patients desire

The Galderma Facial Assessment Scale (FAS), a more structured 
facial assessment to help guide aesthetic consultations.
Galderma FAS is made of five facets to ensure that all aspects 
of the patient’s face are evaluated during the consultation.
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Patients are concerned about their profile but they rarely 
know why. Or when they do, they don’t always get it right. 

 Only you can identify what’s making their profile appear  
out of balance. Is it about the nose, the lips and/or the chin?

Those key areas of the profile are often the focus of 
patients’ concerns.

Rely on your expertise and an 
individual treatment approach to
restore your patients’ profile balance

Show your expertise.
Improve your 
patients' profile.

of HA fillers treatments focus 
on at least one key area  
of the profile5

#1 surgical procedure in patients 
younger than 39 years old  
is rhinoplasty6,7

would be interested in lip 
injections to enhance the 
fullness of their lips879%

38%

“I don’t like my profile!” 
“I hate seeing pictures of my profile.” 
“I avoid having my picture taken in profile.”
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In addition to the Galderma 
Facial Assessment Scale,  
an assessment of the profile 
evaluating the different angles 
and lines is required, including 
the nasolabial and nasofacial 
angles, Ricketts line, and chin 
mid-point position.

Your patients mostly see themselves face on or in pictures.

You are in a unique position to help them understand how 
you can bring balance to their profile, using an objective 
facial assessment. 

A selection of complementary Restylane® 
individually engineered fillers can help adjust 
proportions and volume to your patients’ profile.

An advanced HIT TM for the nose, lips
and chin to allow your patients 
to finally take pride in their profile
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“I don’t like my profile!”

“I avoid pictures of my profile.”

”I’ll say, ‘delete that’  because I don't like my profile.”

OBSERVATION

EXPRESSION OF PATIENT’S CONCERN

BALANCED PROFILE™: PATIENT NEEDS VARY ACROSS 3 AREAS

Nose needs remodeling 
and/or tip projection

Nose projection: 
• Nasofacial angle 
• Nasolabial angle

FOCUS ON THE NOSE

Lack of lip projection

Lips projection: 
• Ricketts line

FOCUS ON THE LIPS

11

FOCUS ON THE CHIN

Chin retrusion

Chin projection: 
• Chin mid-point position

910
OR

9
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Focus
on the nose

The Galderma Facial Assessment Scale, combined with different 
angles, help you identify the ideal plan for your patient.

OBSERVATION

Nose needs remodeling and/or tip projection

A ANATOMY

ASSESSMENTA

85° - 105°

Nasolabial angle12,13 Nasofacial angle14

Nasal structure observation15

Five anatomical surface subunits.

Bone changes during aging process16,17

Dorsum

Alar lobule

Nostril
Columella

Nasal tip
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Restylane® LYFT™ is our firmest NASHA based 
HA filler, designed to provide the right amount 
of projection and support where it is needed.18-21

•  Targeted tissue integration with minimal 
distribution after injection, allowing precise  
and pronounced lifting capacity**†18,21-23

•  Well-suited for lifting and structure without 
volumization18,24-26

T TREATMENT

R RANGE

Please review to your locally approved Instructions for Use for Restylane products. 
Images of the packaging may vary – for illustration purposes only.
* The Restylane® product family has a broader range in G’ (elastic modulus) than Juvéderm®, Belotero®, and Teosyal®. G’ is a measure of gel firmness (resistance to deformation), which can be 
used to understand how a gel’s physical properties relate to its in vivo performance.27 
** Product integration was assessed in an ex vivo human skin model using histological methods.22 

† The firm gel structure of NASHA prevents distribution into the surrounding tissue after injection, enabling targeted product integration and precision.22 

Individualize the treatment plan to your 
patients' needs to deliver the best possible 
outcome and increase patient satisfaction.

TREATMENT AREA

Nose projection

9
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Ricketts line28

Lip fullness varies greatly between individuals.
Additionally, the loss of underlying support causes 
the lips to become more vertical and receded.29,30

OBSERVATION

Lips are flat, lack projection

Focus
on the lips

ASSESSMENTA

A ANATOMY
Structural observation

Possible observation: 
Lack of definition, volume or projection  
of the structures of the lip and its contour.

Changes during the aging process

GK points

Philtral columns

Cupid’s bow

Tubercles Commissure

Vermillion border

White roll

In addition to the Galderma Facial Assessment Scale and the Ricketts line, use the Galderma 
Lip Assessment Scale to identify the correction needed in the lips.
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Restylane® KYSSE™ for soft, plump, and natural-
looking lips is based on the OBT™ technology.
The high xStrain of Restylane® KYSSE™ facilitates 
movement, making it ideally suited to dynamic 
treatment areas such as the lips that require 
support while maintaining animation31

of patients were satisfied or very satisfied 
with the lip style after treatment34 

were satisfied with the kissability of their 
lips after treatment34 

of treated subjects' partners liked the way 
their partners lips looked and felt34 

100%
98%
9/10

The softer more flexible gel texture distributes more evenly32, to provide natural-looking 
enhancement of lip volume33

T TREATMENT

Please review to your locally approved Instructions for Use for Restylane products. 
Images of the packaging may vary – for illustration purposes only.

R RANGE

Individualize the treatment plan to your 
patients' needs to deliver the best possible 
outcome and increase patient satisfaction.

Adapt the treatment to your style,  
using either a cannula or needle.35

TREATMENT AREA

Lip projection

10
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OBSERVATION

Mild to moderate chin retrusion 

* Chin retrusion is not only related to aging.

Focus
on the chin

ASSESSMENTA
The Galderma Facial Assessment Scale, combined with different
lines, help you identify the ideal plan for your patient.

Chin mid-point position35

Labiomental sulcus Chin mid-point

Lower vermilion border

Structure observation36

A ANATOMY

Changes during aging process*16,17

Possible observation: 
Lack of chin projection.

Labiomental sulcus

Chin mid-point

Lower 
vermilion 
border
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Restylane® LYFT™ is our firmest NASHA based 
HA filler, designed to provide the right amount  
of projection and support where it is needed.18-21

•  Targeted tissue integration with minimal 
distribution after injection, allowing precise  
and pronounced lifting capacity**†18,21-23

•  Well-suited for lifting and structure without 
volumization18,24-26

Restylane® DEFYNE™ a soft and flexible§ OBT  
gel, for tailored contouring and volumization  
of dynamic areas of the face18,19,27,37,38

•  Allow for distributed product integration that 
gives vertical lift and horizontal volume18,22,39,40

R RANGE

Individualize the treatment plan to your 
patients' needs to deliver the best possible 
outcome and increase patient satisfaction.

Adapt the treatment to your style, 
using either a cannula or needle.21

TREATMENT AREA 
Chin projection

T TREATMENT

Please review to your locally approved Instructions for Use for Restylane products.
Images of the packaging may vary – for illustration purposes only.
* The Restylane product family has a broader range in G’ (elastic modulus) than Juvéderm®, Belotero®, and Teosyal®. G’ is a measure of gel firmness (resistance to deformation), which can be 
used to understand how a gel’s physical properties relate to its in vivo performance.27 
** Product integration was assessed in an ex vivo human skin model using histological methods.22 
† The firm gel structure of NASHA prevents distribution into the surrounding tissue after injection, enabling targeted product integration and precision.22 
§ The flexibility of HA fillers can be accurately measured as xStrain. Higher xStrain values correlate with increased gel flexibility.27 

119
OR
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Be a leader for the future of the beauty industry.
Experience FACE by Galderma™ the cutting-edge aesthetic 

visualization app that uses interactive augmented reality to help 

your patients see injectable treatment results in real-time.

SEE THE AFTER BEFORE

patients using FACE by  

Galderma™ sought more 

treatments than they  

previously considered.41

Use FACE by Galderma™  

to help your patients  

understand their profile  

balance.

43 out of
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Join our community on GAIN Connect, 

Galderma Aesthetic Healthcare Practitioner Portal, to:

• Find expert product information and assets

• Access industry-leading education and training

• Discover tools to help you run and grow your business

JOIN GAIN

With a unique legacy in dermatology and decades of cutting-edge 

innovation, we deliver a science-based portfolio of premium flagship 

brands and services that spans the full spectrum of dermatology.

Everyone’s skin is unique, and we all have our own skin story. 

We embrace these differences to meet the individual needs 

of the consumers, patients and customers we serve.

This would not have been possible without you, and we are 

committed to accompany you on your journey. We want to help you 

shape the future of aesthetics, in order to improve patient satisfaction 

and create more smiles.

GALDERMA,
ADVANCING DERMATOLOGY
FOR EVERY SKIN STORY

LET’S SHAPE NEW AESTHETIC
POSSIBILITIES TOGETHER
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